Abstract. Let si" denote a random acyclic directed graph which is obtained from a random graph with vertex set {l, 2, ---, nl, such that each edge is present with a prescribed probability p and all the edges are directed from higher to lower indexed vertices . Define a subset of vertices in si" to be strongly independent if there is no directed path between any pair of vertices in the subset . We show that the sequence J(si" ), the number of vertices in the largest strongly independent vertex subset of si" satisfies with probability tending to 1, 9(4") 1 2 as n ~ oo, .%log n~.%log 1/q where q=1-p.
1 . Introduction. A random graph is a graph with vertex set N, the set of natural numbers, such that each pair of vertices is joined by an edge with a prescribed probability p, independently of the presence or absence of any other edges . We assume no loops or multiple edges . A random acyclic directed graph is a random graph in which all the edges are directed such that there are no directed cycles .
In this paper we consider the class sál of random acyclic directed graphs which are obtained from random graphs by directing all the edges from higher to lower indexed vertices . In other words the random variables e ;;, 1= j < i, defined by 1 if there is an edge from vertex i to vertex j in 4, 0 otherwise, are independent random variables with P{ e ;; = 11=p and P{ ef; = 0} = 1-p = q . Let sá!" denote a subgraph of 4 spanned by the vertices 11, 2, • • • , n} . DEFINITION . Two vertices i, j of Qin are called strongly independent (independent) if there is no directed path (edge) from i to j (i > j) .
Notice that the transitive closure of our random graph is a partially ordered set (poser) . Two vertices in the graph are strongly independent iff they are incomparable in this poser . A set of vertices which are pairwise strongly independent correspond to an antichain in the poser and vice versa .
Let J(4") denote the number of vertices in the largest strongly independent subset of 4,,. Then in this paper we prove that with probability tending to 1, the sequence J(,4") satisfies :
iGQi) J2 as n-00. Jlog n VIlog 1/q The applications of these results could be in the fields of operation research, scheduling theory and parallel computation, since several problems which may be formulated in terms of acyclic directed graphs have solutions which are specified by the maximal number of strongly independent vertices . We note that random (undirected) graphs of the kind used in this paper were investigated in connection with cliques [1] , coloring [3] and complete subgraphs [4] . Random graphs of a slightly different kind were investigated in detail in [2] .
2 . Strongly independent vertex sets . In this section we find lower and upper bounds for k, the number of vertices in strongly independent subsets of s4,, .
Lower bound. Consider the following subsets of k consecutive vertices in s2" : 11, 2, k}, 1k+1, k+2, 2k}, 12k+1, 2k+2, 3k},
Then the number of these subsets is [n/k] . The probability that a subset is independent is q (k) . Note that in this case the subset is also strongly independent. The probability that a subset is not independent is 1-q (2k) . Also, the probability that none of the subsets are independent is :
This probability tends to zero if which is implied if or log n -log where e is a positive constant and Then K" (K"-1) 1 log n-2 log =0, 4 therefore k(k-1) 1 1 e 2 +s 1 logn-log k-2 logq?sK"log q-2 logq-log (K"-e)~~asn-~x, for every fixed value e > 0 . We have proved : THEOREM 1 . Let .i" be a random acyclic directed graph . Then the probability that s4" has no strongly independent vertex subset of size k < K" tends to zero as n -oo .
Upper bound. Let a, < a 2 < . . . < ak be a subset of k vertices in v?" and let Ep (n, k) denote the expectation for the number of subsets with k strongly independent vertices in 4,,.
The strategy of the proof is to consider four different cases of distances between ak and a, . First, we assume a k -a, > k 4 ; next we consider Ck log k :-5 a k -a,~-k4 where C is a constant . In the third case we consider ak -a, < Ck log k and finally in the fourth case a k -a, -IWk, where M is a positive constant . In each case we prove that the probability that there is a strongly independent vertex subset of size k ? K,,, tends to zero as n ~ oc . Case 1 . Let a k -a, > k`' . In this case the number of subsets of k vertices in sál" is bounded by (k) . The probability that each subset is strongly independent is bounded by the product of the probability that there is no directed path of length 1 from a k to a, and the probability that there is no directed paths of length 2 from a k to a,, through at least k 4 -k vertices which are not in the subset . These probabilities are q and 1-p 2 respectively . Therefore, This expectation tends to zero as n-oo if klogn+(k 4 -k)log(1-p 2)--cc as n-co . 
)j_jog e-m as n-cü, log n k>-log (1 p 2 )á +1 .
Conclusion. If ak -a, > k 4 , then even for values of k which are smaller than K" the probability that a, and a k are strongly independent tends to zero as n -00 .
Case 2 . Let Ck log k --a k -a, --k°w here C is a constant . First, we find a bound for the possible number of different subsets of k vertices . Clearly, for each vertex of s4" there are at most k 4 different subsets, from which we can choose k vertices. As a result, the number of subsets with k verices in s2" is bounded by ( k )nk4.
Next, we find the probability that each subset is strongly independent . This probability is bounded by the product of the probability that the subset is independent and the probability that there is no directed path of length 2 from a k to a,, through any vertex j which is not in the subset {a,, a2 , • • • , ak }, for a, <j< a k .
The expectation for the number of strongly independent vertex subsets of size k is bounded in this case by : Conclusion. If Ck log k < ak-a, < k°, where C is defined in (2 .2), then the probability that there is a strongly independent vertex subset of size k? K" tends to zero as n -co .
Case 3 . Let ak -a, < Ck log k, where C>4/Ilog (1-p 2 )1 .
(a) Suppose that the interval between the first r vertices and the last r vertices in the subset {a,, a z , • • • , an } includes at least (1+a)k vertices, where a is a positive constant . In other words, we assume that a k _,+ ] -ar?(I+a)k, of which clearly, at least ak vertices of d, are not in the subset {a,, a z , ak } . This subset is strongly independent if it is independent and for each pair (a ;, ak ;+,) for i = 1, 2,-• • , r, there is no directed path of length 2 from a ; to a k _ i+ , through ak vertices j, ar <j< ak r+,, which are not in the subset .
The expectation E,,(n, k) is bounded in this case by :
E"(n, k) s Ck log kl nCk log kq('`)(1 -p 2 ) nrk
This expectation tends to zero as n ~oc if klog(Cklogk)+logn-k( 2 1) logq-ark1log(1-p2)1~-0o as n~oc .
Suppose that we choose k ? Kn . Then log nk(k2 1) log 1 < 0, 9 and k(log C+log k+loglog k-arllog (1-p')1)--a0 as n-oc, provided that ar1log (1-p 2 )1> log k+log log k.
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4k log k+(k-Ck log k) l log (1-p2)1 ~-co as n-oo, It is therefore sufficient to choose a value of r such that
where or is a positive constant .
(b) Suppose that the conditions of (a) are not satisfied i.e., if r? (log k)' +a, where a is a positive constant, then ak ,+i-a,`(1+a)k, for every positive value of a . Suppose however, that a,-a, >_ r+Qk or ak -ak-,+i? r+Qk, where Q is a positive constant to be defined . Then the subset {a,, a z, • • • , a"} is strongly independent if it is independent and there is no directed path of length 2 from a k to a,, through at least Qk vertices of .fin which are not in the subset .
The expectation Ep ( n, k) is bounded in this case by :
Note that as n -oo, for every 0 < a < 1 we can choose a positive constant R such that
This expectation tends to zero as n-oo if 2rlog(Cklogk)+klog(1+/3)+logn-k (2 1) log q-Qk1log(1-p 2 y -m.
Suppose that we choose k?!& . Then
Qk1log(1-p 2 )I-2rlog(Cklogk)-k log (1+0)~oo asn~oc, provided that log (1+~3) (2 .5) Q> log (1 _p 2)I > where 6 is a given positive constant . Conclusion. If a k -a, < Ck log k where C>4/flog (1-p 2 )1, and ak ,+, -a, (I + a) k, where r is defined in (2 .3) and a is a positive constant, or ak r+, -ar < (1 + a) k and a,-a,?r+Qk or ak -ak_ r+ ,?r+Qk, where Q is defined in (2 .5), then the probability that there is a strongly independent vertex subset of size k ? K" tends to zero as n -W .
Case 4 . Let ak -a, < Mk, where M is a positive constant to be defined . Suppose that a,-a,~-r+Qk, and ak-ak_,+, < r+Qk, where r and Q are defined in (2 .3) and (2 .5) respectively and that ak_,+1 -ar -(1+ a)k for every value of a > 0 . Then Ok -a,~-2r+2Qk+(I+a)k< k+2Qk+(1+a)k=k(2+2Q+a) .
Thus M=2+2Q+a .
DEFINITION . Let a, < a 2 < < a k be a subset of k vertices in s2" such that a k -a, -Mk. Then the subset is called nearly consecutive.
THEOREM 2 . Let .in be a random acyclic directed graph and let K" be defined in (2 .1) . Then the probability that a. has a strongly independent vertex subset of size k --K" tends to zero as n-cc .
Proof. First, note that by the previous conclusions, it is sufficient to consider only nearly consecutive subsets .
The expectation for the number of subsets with k strongly independent vertices in 4" is bounded in this case by
Using (2 .4) for some R > 0, we get
This expectation tends to zero as n ~ zc if klog(1+0)+2rlog(Qk+r)+Iogn-k ( 2 1) Logy-co asn-co . 3 . A maximal strongly independent vertex set . We now prove the main result of this paper . THEOREM 3 . Let ,fi n be a random acyclic directed graph with vertex set 11, 2, n} and let .(sin ) be the number of vertices in the largest (maximal) stongly independent subset of 4". Then with probability tending to 1, the sequence J(sál") satisfies :
Proof. Let We note that there is an absolute constant D (0 < D < 1), so that the probability that one of the maximal strongly independent vertex subsets is consecutive, is greater than D. If K n is not close to an integer, this probability tends to 1, but if K" is close to an integer then this probability does not tend to 1 .
Finally, it is interesting to note that although the obtained results are asymptotic, they hold even for small values of n . For example, for p = 0 .5, n =10, and Kn = 3 .13, less than 8% of a sample of random acyclic directed graphs had a maximal strongly independent vertex subset larger than 3 .
